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Abstract. Members or the 4.4 sartorite hO!11ologlles can
be deduced rrom a topological parent structure with
orthorhombic symmetry, space group Pnl/1b. a 4.233,
b ~=7.918, c 24.692 A, The observed Illodulations in
4.4 sartorite homologucs are associated with synll11etry
lowering of the parent structure and superstructure rorma~
tion. Thc Pb, TI, Ag, As, Sb sulfosalt rathite is a 4,4
member of the sartori te homologous series with space
group symmetry P2, / c and is isostructural to synthetic
BaI2SbIHMS411and closely related to BaInAKPb.'i..'i2SbI6S.I!)
of reduced symmetry P21. In these structures the two-fold
screw axes run parallel to h of the parent structUre. Isoto~
pologieal is also dufrenoysite Pb)(,ASIC,S,\O,another 4,4
homologue of the same series, of space group symmetry
P21. In dufrenoysite, however, the two-fold screw axes run
parallel to c of the parent structure. To elucidate the rnod~
ulation of the parent structure. rathite has been structurally
and chemically reinvestigated emphasising cation order/
disorder relations. Single crystal X~ray structure re!1ne~
ment (space ~roup P21/C; a""

8.496(1), b
""

7.969(1),

c == 25.122(3) A, (J I()(),704(2)"; RJ 3.67% for 2718
rellections with I > 2ul/!) yielded three split cation posi~
tions indicating heterovalent substitutions. Considering
that isoelectronic Pb2 f and Tl1 cannot be distinguished in
our diffraction experiment the chemical composition
(Pb9.2sTI1..w)}: 1O,62Ag2,OI(AsI9,n9Sbo,83)1:'9.92S40 derived
from electron microprobe analyses matches the formula
PblO.96AgI.90(AsI8,09Sbl.o6)}:1'I.ISS40obtained from the
structure refinement. The complex composition is caused
by two independent helerovalent substitutions Ag' + As3+
-Jo 2 Pb2+ and TI' + As3+-.2 Pb21 leading to the simpli-
fied rathite formul11 PbHPb4'~J(ThAs2)iAg2As2)AsI6S4o.
The substitution involving Ag seems to be essenthll for tile
formation of rathite and distinguishes rathite from dufre-
noysite Pb16As16S4o.The TI substitution in rathite appears
to be optional. In addition, minor Sb3+ may replace As3+.

Introduction

Baumhauer (1896) described rathite as a new minerai
from the Lengenbach deposit (B,inntal Valais, Switzer-
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land) and also reported its chemical composition as anti.
mony-containing lead-arsenic sulf1de with traces of iron.
Now<.lcki and 13ahezre (1963) detecled the presence of
some thull ium in this mineral. The crystal strucll1l'c or
wthite was solved and reJ1neu by Maruillo and Nowacki
( 1965). A cllreful rc-dctenninalion of the chemical compo-

sition of l'llthite by Burri (in: Mar-umo and Nowacki, 19(5)
showed the presence of silver and accordingly Murumo
and Nowacki (\ 9(5) de1ined the formula of ruthite us
Ph II.ITlo,IJAs 1c,(As),(,Ag::u)S40. Notice. however, this fonnu-
la is not charge balanced yielding 77.3 positive charges
with accounting As as trivalcnt and Ag as monovalcnt.

There exists a number of so-called rathite varieties.
e,g.. rathile-I and -II of Berry (1953), rathite-I, -II, and -HI
of Le Bihan (1962) or rathite-Ia and rathite-JV (Nowacki.
Marunm and Takeuchi. 19(4) as well as others, which
keep on causing confusion, Choi and Kanatzidis (2000),
for instance. define a group of rathile minerals to which
they count ralhite-I. rathite-Ia, mthite-Ill. and dufrenoysite.
Some of these names should not be used any longer since
their identity with previously described minerals has been
shown meanwhile. A lil'st attempt of 'cleill1ing' the group
was made by Makovieky ( 1985, his Table 3) and the name

rElthite group should be avoided becallse there exists the
sartorite homologous series, a supergroup ()f the above
')"athite group' (Makovicky, 1985). For these reaSOl\S it
seerned worth to compile the different rathite varieties and
uttribllte the correct names thaI are valid at presel\t (lil-
hie!),

On a modular stl1lctur~11 level rathite is a 4.4 homolo-
gue of the sarlorite homologous series of minerals (Ma-
kovicky, 1985). Other 4.4 member of the same series arc
dlll'rcnoysite PbI6AsI6S4(),<.\pure lead-arsenic sulfosall, vee-
nite Pb 16(Sb,As) 16S40(Jambor, !967), a structurally insuffi-
ciently well described Sb analogue of dufrenoysite. and the
synthetic compounds Ba\2Sbl&.64S40 (= 4 x Ba3Sb4,66SIO)
and BalO,48PbS.52Sb16S40 (= 4 x Ba2.62PbI.38Sb4SIO)of Choi
and Katlatzidis (2000). Rttthite and dufrenoysile are
known to form exsolution intergrowths.

The crystal chemistry of sartorite homologueswas
worked out by Nowacki's school (e.g., Utaka a.nd Now-
acki, 1961; Nowacki et aI.. 1961), by the comparative ana-
lysis of Makovicky (1985), andby the coordination analy-
sis of Berlepsch, Makovicky, and Balic-Zunic (2001).
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Rathite variety reported in literature in fact is
Table 1. Selected rathite varieties reported in
literature and their correct names.

Rathite
a-Rathite
R!lthitc-I
Rathite-II

Rathitc
Rathitc
Rathite
Livcingite

Solly (1911)
Baumhauer (1896)
Solly
Berry (1953)
Berry (1953)

Dufrenoysite
Liveingite

Nowacki (1967);
Engel and Nowacki (1970)
Marumo and Nowacki (1965)
Nowacki (1967)

Rathite-I
Rathite-Il
Rathi te- III II

Rathite-ln I>

Rathite-IV
Rathite- V

Le Bihan (1962)
Le Bihun (1962)
Le Bihan (1962)
Nowacki !lnd Bahczre (1963)
Nowacki et al. (1964)
Nowacki et al. (1964)

D ufrenQY site

Sartorite
Rathite-IV"

Nowacki and Bal1ezre (1963)
Nowacki eta!. (1964)
Ozawa and Nowacki (1974)

a: We consider the structure solution of rathite-lli as erroneous. It cannot simply be derived
from the PIIII//J parent structure (Table4) although the cell dimensions of rathite 1II are
similar to the parent structure with the diJl"erence th.11the a-axis of rathite-Ill is doubled.

h: Since Berry (1953) was the lirst who llsed the names ralhite-l nnd rathite-Il Nowacki and
l3ahezrc (1963) decided 10 remune Lc Bihan's mthitc-I into rathite-Ia.

c: Rathite-V was renamed rathite-IV aftcr rathite-IV beCllllle identical with smtorite.

Pring (2001) unravelled the complex HRTEM architecture
of the sartorite group. Makovicky (1985) proposed an aris-
totype (parent structure) with Pbnm symmetry for sartorite
hotnologues and Pring (2001) defined the dimensions of a
so called topological parent structure for 4,4 homologues
by a eel] of orthorhombic symmetry (ap = 4.2 A, bp = 7.9,

cp = 24.7 A) which, for the true structure, becomes
doubled parallel to (II)and cp leading to a B-centred pseu-
do-orthorhombic cell and hence can be transformed into
the conventional primitive monoclinic setting. In addition,
Pring (200 I) emphasized the well ordered nature of rathite
TEM images and displayed sharp electron diffraction pat-
lems without any diffusiveness in agreement with the
monoclinic cell. There was no indication of polytypism or
polysomatic disorder.

During a routine check of mineral samples from the
Lengenbach deposit (Valais, Switzerland) rathite has been
identil1ed. The relatively high RI-value of 8.6% for the
refinement of the crystal structure of rathite (Marumo and
Nowacki, 1965) based upon integrated tilm data and un-
certainties regarding the exact chemical composition of
ralhitc made it worth to revise both the chemical and crys-
tallographical data of rathite. The results of new electron
microprobe analyses lU1d a structure refinement are pre-
sented in this study. The structure of rathite is compared
on a modular level as well as on the basis of (1OO)SnS
layers to those of dufrenoysite, Bal2Sb 18.64S40 and
Ba1OA8Pbs.52Sb16S40.Super- and subgroup relationships be-
tween the four topologically identical compounds are dis-
cussed.

Sample description

The fragments used for structural and chemical work are
black and have dark red internal reflections and originate
from. a larger aggregate that grew hydrothem1ally in a
druse within white dolomite rock. Rathite in this sample is
associated with pyrite and tennantite. The vadous
morphologies and relative crystal sizes of rathite suggest
that rathite fonned (a) tiny needles in an early stage of
growth. These needles flattened into (b) small lathlike
crystals in a later stage of growth. Towards the final stage

of growth (c) larger prismatic clystals or crystal aggregates
formed. All morphologies (a)-(c) are observed on the spe-
cimen from which two crystal fragments of type (c) were
used for chemical analyses and one crystal of type (b) was
used for single erystal X-ray diffraction analyses. These
choices reflect the most appropriate crystal sizes for the
respective experiments.

Experimental procedures

Chemical analyses

Quantitative chemical analyses were performed on a JEOL
JXA-8600 electron microprobe (EMP), controlled by a
LINK-eXL system, operated at 25 kV, 35 nA, and 20 s
counting time for peaks ancl 7 s for background, and a
beam diameter of 5 ~un. The following stanclards and
X-ray lines were used: galena (PbS: PbM((, SKIt), nicke-
line (NiAs: AsLa), Ag metal (AgL((), stibnite (Sb283:
SbLI/), lomndite (TIAsS2: TILI/), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2:
FeKI/, CuK(I)' Raw data were corrected with the on-line
ZAF-4 procedure and the results are listed in Table 2.
Backscattered electl'On (BSE) images of the analysed sam-
ples show grain 1 to be homogeneolls. In the matrix (m)
of grain 2 some darker (d) and brighter (b) zones are ob-
served in the BSE images. In Table 2 the sets of chemical
data related to these zones are labelled 2m, 2d, and 2b,
respectively. The measured Fe in crystal I results most
probably from pyrite (FeS2) inclusions in the analysed
rathite, although already Baumhauer (1896) reported traces
of Fe in rathite.

The number of rathite analyses and the variations in
chemical composition are too small to establish any firm
regression lines for chemical substitutions. However, with
eight symmetry independent cation sites occupied solely
by Pb and As, the only charge balanced compound is
Pb4As4SlO (i.e., the composition of dufrenoysite) and de-
parture from this composition is achieved according to the
equation (As, Sb)3+ + (Ag, TI)+ --. 2 Pb2+ (Makovicky,
1985, his Figure 13). Replacement of 6 Pb2+ by 2 As3+,
1 Sb3+, 2 Ag+, 1 Tl+ leads to a charge balanced fonnula
that is very close to those derived from structural and



Crystal N.A. Ph TI As Sb Ag
1'.'(%, wt% wt% WI<!1, wt'1c.

1 l) 39.4') 3.49 25.68 2.95 4.18
2d 3 36.62 5.10 26.85 2.42 4.04
2b 3 38.51 4.41 26.59 2.05 3.86
2m II 36.61 5.36 27.31 1.94 4.13
Formulae normalized on 40 S atoms pfu
I 9 9.98(33) 0.89(12) 17.94( 14) 1.27(14 ) 2.03(5)
2cl 3 9.15(8) 1.29(2) 18.55(9) 1.03(2) 1.94(4)
2b 3 9.8(1(9) 1.14(7) 18.77(8) 0.89(6) 1.89(3)
2m II 9.25(8) 1.37(2) 19J)9( II) 0.8.'\(4) 2.01(3)
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Table 2. Chemical composition of rathite frolll Lengenbach deposit.

Pc
\\It <ii.

Sum
wt'if.

0.08 24.50
24.77
24.31
24.48

100.37
99.80
99.74
99.82

()'07(4) 40.00
40.00
40.()()
4().()0

N.A. ~.c number of analyses; d uark; h
'"

bright, III
"=

matrix
I (Pb""sTIlI.x"j\' IlI.X7 Ag211\(Asl7',.ISbl.n)" 1".11 S.III this study (EMP dat:l)
2d (Pb"I,TIL!',)~: 11,.1.1 Agj '1.1(Asl~.'i'iSbl.lJ:1)~: l'I'iS S4l1
2b (l'b'lxlITI11.,)~: IlI.'I.\ Ag

tK" IAs 1~'nSblix,,)~: 1'1.(,(, S.IO
2m (Pb'll,TI 1\7 j\:

Ill.'" Ag.~1I1(As 1'10"SbIiXd~: 1'1."2 S.llI
Pblll,,,,

. .
Ag1 'III (Asl~mShll"J'\'. I'/!.'; S.III this stlldy (struf.:ll1re retinCl\1l'nl)

(PbIIITllI"h'll0 Ag2' Asp/
..

S'IO Marul110 and Nowadi (It)65\

(l'bll\"TllI';')'- 1111 AgtKS (Asl".IIISho.I.,h' 1'/.1-1 S.llI Lurollssi et al. 11(89)
(Pbll.\xTlllnJ< 11'/, Ag1h1 Asl)..,'i

..
S'IU Graeser unpuhlishcd (in: Pring, ZOOI)

EMP analyses ([able 2). Compared tn the analyses of Lar-
oussi, Mock), Ohnstetter, and Ginderow (1989) as well as
those of Graeser (in: Pring, 2()DI) our rathite analyses dis-
play less Pb and more TI with an almost constant value of
about 2 Ag pfu.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction

A lathlike crystal of !'athite, llbout 0.03 ><(L05 x 0.23 111m3
in size, was measllrcd on a BtLlker AXS three-circle dif-
fractometer (equipped with a CCD 10001< t1rea detector
and a flat graphite monochromator) using MoK" X-radiu-
tion from a line focus sealed tube (Table 3). A SMART
system of programs (Bruker AXS, 1998) was lIsed for
crystal lattice determination lme!X~ray data collectioll and
SAlNT+ (Bruker AXS, 1(99) for the data reduction in-
cluding intensity integmlion, buckgrolll1d and LClJ'entz-po-
larization corrections. The program XPREP (Bt'Uker AXS,
1(97) was lIsed for empirical absorption c()rrectio!1 based
on pseudo If/-scans. The centrosynll11ctric space group
P21/n, proposed by the program XPREP (Bruker AXS.
1997), was chosen consistent with the monoclinic symme-
try of lattice and intensity statistics (1E'2 II 0.9(1).
The spacegroup P21/n was subsequently trt\nsfonl1ccIby
the matrix R (I 00, 0---10, - I 0-1) into standard set~
tingP2,/c (1llble4).

Structure determination and refinement

The structure was solved by direct methods (program
SHELXS by Sheldrick, 1997a) that revealed most of the
cation positions. In subsequent refinement cycles (program
SHELXL by Sheldrick, 1997b) additional cation and the S
positions were deduced from the differMce Fourier synth~
eses by selecting from among the strongest maxima at ap-
propriate distances. Subsequently three split cation posi~
tions were localized. Cation attribution to these sites was
guided by an analysis of M-S bond lengths, refinement
of individual site occupancies, a.nd the knowledge of the
chemical composition based upon the EMP data. How-

-_.-

ever, TI did not enlcr the structurc refinement sincc it can-
not be distinguished from Pb wilh the experimcntal condi-
tion~ used. The distinction between Ag and Sb is
questionable and is discusscd he1ow. The linul refinement
was performed with anisotropic displaccmcnt parameters
for all posi tions (except for M6h that is a low-populated
As position close to Ph. cf. Table 5) and an enlpirical ex-
tinction cocft1cient. The occupancies of the split sites were
relincd allowing for Sb/As (M3), Ag/As (M5), and Pb/As

Tublc 3. Datu collcctjl1ll und rc!illcml~nt puralllcters \If rathite.

''''___M" "_,___~_
Dilfractol11eter
X-my radiation

X-ray power
Temperature

Dctector lo smnplc dist:1I1ce
Maxi mUI11 20

Resolution
Rotation width
Tolal number of rrmncs
FJ'llllle size
Measuring timc pel' fmmc
Mcusul'I::d l'cIlcctions
Index runge

Observed reflcctions
Un ique ref1ectkms
Reflections> 2a(l)

RII'/T

R"
Number of I.s. parameters
GooF
RI' f'~, > 4 a(F,,)
R.. all data
wR2 (on F,,l)

Sicmcns ecn system
line roclls scaled tube, MnK"
50 kV, 40 mA
293 K
5.4-'9 Clll
56,!lH'
(USA
OJ
2082
512 x 512 pixels
I 2!1 scconds

15866
II <: 11':11:

",..10 :': k 10;
-..32 <:. / <:. 32
15291
3811
2718
6.89%
5.81%
189
0.985
3,67%
5,86%
8.94%

RINT'" L: 1,.~,2- l'~? (mcnn)lJE F,,2

R" '" L (J(F~,2)JL F,,2

Rl ::=L IIFol -IF.II/L: IFr,I
WR2:::: {(L: w[Fo2 - F}f!L: w(F'/J2)) 112

Goof = (L w[F,?- Fe2J![n_ p])}1/2

W = I/{u2[Fn2]+ [0.0426.pf)
P = (ma" (F,,2,0) + 2Fe2)J3
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Compound (I CA) Ii (A) erA) tlI1gle C) S.O. Ref.
Table 4. Selected unit cell parameters of 4,4
sartorite homologues.

B-cel1lred supereell 8.496 7.969 49.377 Y 90.97 [1]

Parent structure 4,233 1.918 24.692 Pllmb [1]

Rathite 8.496(1 ) 7.969(1 ) 25.122(3) f3 100.704(2) P21!e [I]

Rathite 8.496(1 ) 7.969(1) 24.980(3) f3 98.918(2) P21//I [1]
Rathite 8.47(1) 7.94(1) 25.16(2) f3 100.47(16) P2t/c" [2]

Ba'2SbtH.MS40 8.955(2) 8.225(2) 26.756(5) f3 100.29(3) P2dc [3]
BLl I(1.4&Pb55 ~Sb t fiS4() 8.8402(2) 8.2038(2) 26.7623(6) f3 99.488(1) P21 [3]
Dufrcnoysite 7.90(1) 25.74(4) 8.47(4) f3 90.35(12) P2, [4]

Table 5. Sitc labels with element alloc.:aliol1s, occupancy factors, Ihll.:tional atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters

I'm rathite.

Site label Atom type Site occupancy Original" x/a )'/b z/e Uiso
sile labels

Pbl Pb 1 Pbl 0.47494(5) 0.75704(5) O.205583( 17) 0.04036(15)
Pb2 Pb 1 1"b2 0.98078(5) 0.74922(6) 0.20540(2) O.05976( 18)

MI As I Asl O.29987( 10) 0.85369(12) 0.34169(4) 0.0274(2)
M2 As I As2 0.24640(2) 0.33506(12) 0.14689(4) (UJ311(2)
M3a/' Sb 0.265(9) 0.6884(12) O.6243( 14) 0.0380(4) 0.066(3 )

M3b As ().735 (9) As3 0.6847(5) 0.6605(5) (1.0417(2) O.0437( 10)

M4 As 1 As4 0,13800(10) 0.67143(12) O.OS873(4 ) CJ.0276(2)
M5a Ag 0.4 74( 10) As5a 004162(3) 0.01 11(4) 0.0772(2) (J.0448( 10)

MSb As 0.526(10) As5b 004257(3 ) 0.0252(4) O.OSI0(3) O'()352(8)
M6u Pb 0.739(4 ) Pb3 0.90270(12) 0.08494(16) 0.07178(3 ) 0.0379(3 )

M6b' As 0.261(4) 0.8732(11 ) 0.0374(14) 0.0780(4) (J.075(4)
SI S I SI 0.2564(3) 0.9974(3) 0.26341(10) O.0313(S)
82 S 1 S2 0.2476(3) 0.4798(3) 0.22331(9) 0.0274(5 )

83 S 1 83 0.5068(2) 0.6830(3 ) 0.32623(9) 0.0262(5)
S4 S 1 84 0.9017(3) 0.1712(3) O.17828( I 0) ()'(J321(5)
85 S 1 85 0.6976(3) 0.8377(3 ) 0.11176(9) 0.0291(5)
S6 S 1 56 0.1656(3) 0.8802(3) 0.12022(10) 0.0320(5 )

S7 S 1 57 0.3641(3) O.S211(3) 0.09716(9) 0.0289(5 )

S8 S I S8 0.9572(3) 0.5086(3 ) 0.08998(12) 0.0404(6 )

89 S 1 S9 0.5888(3) 0.1974(3 ) O.OJ482(12) 0.0434<7 )

SIO S I SIO 0.1794(3) 0.1800(3) o.n 10 16(1 0) (UJ321(5)

<I: The original site labels refer to the st1'l1ctUI'Crefinemcnt of rathite by Marul110 and Nowacki (1965)
b: Split position asslImcd but Il()t rclined by Marullm and Nowacki (1965)
c: New split position (this sludy).

8.G.
'"

space group; Ref. = reference
a: 8.0. transformed from P21/ (J into standard setting P2t/ e.
[I] this study; [21 Marumo and Nowacki (1965); [31 Choi and Kanatzidis (2000); [4J Ribar

cl al. (1969).

(M6) summing to full occupancy. The highest residual
peak was 2.56 elN, 0.78 A. from Pb2 and the deepest
hole -1.96 e/N, 0.91 A from Pb2 at the end of the refine-
ment. The refinement was stopped when the mean shift!
esd for varied parameters dropped belc)w 1%.

According to Marumo and Nowacki (1965) rathi te
usually is polysynthetically twinned. Possible pseudo-mer-
ohedral twinn,ing (Herbst- Irmcr and Sheldrick, 1998) of
rathite is related to the existence of higher metric symme-
try as evidenced by a B-centred pseudo-orthorhombic ceJ1
of a = 8.496. b = 7.969, c::=: 49.377 A., y:::: 90.97° (Ta-
ble 4). To test for such pseudo-merohedrnl twinning ac-
cording to the twin law R = (-1 00, 0 - I 0, I 0 1) some
refinements with the TWIN command (program SHELXL
by Shelddck, 1997b) have been made but sllOwed that the
investigated crystal fragment of rathite is ulltwinned. Frac-
tional atomic coordinates are listed in Table 5. The labeJ-
Hng scheme is slightly modified from the one by Marumo
and Nowacki (1965) but a comparison has been made in
Table 5. Anisotropic displacem.ent parameters are listed in
a deposited Table. Since the crystal st1'l1ctureof rathite has

already been discussed on a polyhedral level (Marul1Jo
and Nowacki, 1965) and due to unresolved S positions
around the split cation sites bond distances and angles are
not tabled in the present study.

Results and discussion

The rathite structure

The crystal structure of rathite is shown in Fig. I and
some structural aspects have been marked. Rathite belongs
to the Satiorite homologues, a series of Pb-As sulfosalts
with zigzag waJls composed of columns of 'standing' tri-
capped trigonal coordination prisms of Ph (coordination
number 9). The walls alternate with variously thick slabs
composed of 'lying' monocapped trigonal coordination
prisms of As and Pb (coordination number 7); these slabs
are based on the SnS-archetype (Fig. I). There exists a
series of closely related compounds, e.g., TI-As-Sb or
Ba-Sb sulfosalts. The structure of the sartorite homolo-
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Fig. 1. The crystal structure of rathite
projected ulong a. The polyhedral labcl-
ling scheme for sartorite homologues
according to Berlepsch ct ul. (20DI) is
indicated. A (I OO)SIlSlayer, as dis-
played in ligures 2, and 4-6 in views
nonnal to Ihe planes. is outlined.

gues can he visualized as composed of slices of SnS-like
structure cut parallel to the planes (301 )sns or (30 DSl1s
(e.g.. Fig. 9 in: Makovicky, 1997). These slices include
polyhedra from both the walls and the slab and they are
N "'~3 to 4 polyhedra thick (Makovicky. 1985),

According to the labelling scheme for coordination
polyhedra in sartorite hOIllologues introduced by Ber-
lepsch et al. (200l) Z denotes 'standing' tricapped trigonal
coordination prisms in the zigzag walls whereas AN. liN.
CN denote 'lying' monocapped trigonal coordination
prisms within the slabs (with N

"" 3 or 4; Fig. I). Rathitc
is a NI.1

""
4.4 member or the sm10ritc homologous series

with Z hosting Pb and A4-C4 hosting As, Sb. Ag. and Pb
(details are discussed below).

The refined structure of rathite corresponds basically to
the structure model defined by MaJ'uJ11o and Nowacki
(1965) but differs in details. Compared to Marumo and
Nowacki (1965) our structure model contains two addi-
tional split cationic positions (M3 and M6). Marumo Hnd
Nowacki (1965) had one such split position labelled As5a
and As5b. Based upon bond lengths the authors assul1lcd
that the As5a site actually hosts Ag and not As. Our re-
Hnement continns this assumption. The M5a site in this
study bonds to six S atoms between 2.73 and 2.84 A und
was renned as occupied by Ag (Table 5) whereas M5b has
three closest S neighbours between 2.26 and 2.48 A sug-
gesting As, The additional split positions M3 and M6 split

Cations
along a

Pb
Pb

a

Fig. 2. (100)8118 layers in rathite and
BaI2SbI8.64S4o,respectively. The dashed fine
lines underline the trapezoidal arrangement
of the S atoms. Short As-S an.d Sb-S
bonds (bold lines) form the crankshaft
chains in these layers (see text for details).

z

s Pb OAg . Sb

into partly occupied 5b (M3a), As (M3b) and Ph (M6a),
As (M6b) positions (Table 5). MJu (Sb) has three shortest
bonds to S belween 2..18 ami 2.5H A whereas M3b (As)
shows two short bonds to S5 (2.24A) anti 5l() (2..2S A)
Hnd two longer additional bonds to 58 (2.69 A) and 59
(2.73 A). M6a (Pb) has six bonds to 5 between 2.76 and
114 A whereas M6h (As) has live bonds to S between
2.44 and 2..93 A (note that tlnresolved S positions inl1u-
elH.:ethese bond distances). The coord inatio!l 0r M6b is
not characteristic of As but this site is only 26(}},occupied
and associated S disorder could not he resolved. The
strongest unisotropies or sui rur atomic displacemcnt para-
meters were round for S8 Hnd $9 both of which arc asso-
ciated with split cation pmitions. 58 bonds to M3a (Sb),
MJb (As) and S9 bonds to all three split positions. Maru-
mo and Nowacki (1965) nlentiolled Uml AsJ IH;ISvery
large and anisotropic displacement parameters with the
el<1I1gation of the thermal ellipsoid subparallel to the line
S9-As3--S8 (corrcsponding to 59-M3-S8 in Fig. 2). A
detailed bond-lengths analY1iis or M -_os distances in the
sartoritc homologues suggested As3 in rathite (or Marut110
and Nowacki. 19(5) to be an unresolved superimposed
position (Bcrlepsch et aL. 20()I). It is ll1()st interesling to
see thut our rclinement indeed shows a split position M3
(Fig. 2).

It may be argued that the M3a site hosts Ag instead 0('
Sb. However, the analysis of M-S bond lengths is ham-

Ag/As Sb/As
PbfAs As

As
As

iii

84 C4 z 84 C4

Rathlte



Atom :cIa .vIii z/c Rathite BaI2SblH.Cl4S'1II Balll.4xPb5.52Shlr.5.111 Dufr6noysite

Pbl 0.25 0.2470 0.2956 Z Pbl, Pb2 Ba2, Ba3 BaS, Ba6, Ba7, BaS Pb I. Ph2, Pb:\, Pb4
Pb2 0.25 0.9247 0.4289 B4 M5, M6 Bal, Sb5a,b MI, M2, M3, M4 Pb5, Ph6, As7, PbS
Asl 0.75 0.6593 0.3464 A4 Ml, M2 Sbl, Sb2 Sbl, 5b2, Sb7, 5b8 AsI, As2, As3, As4
As2 0.75 0.3367 0.4474 C4 M3, M4 5b3, Sb4 5b3, Sb4, Sb5, 5b6 AsS, As6, Ph7, AsS
51 0.25 0.1939 0.5097 59.S10 59.S]0 S9, 510, 511, SI2 S6, 57, S8, S9
S2 0.75 0.5122 0.2701 51, S2 53.S4 S3, S4, S17, SI8 SI, 52, S14, 515,
53 0.75 0.1398 0.3849 S5,S6 S7,S8 S7, S8, S13, 514 S4, S10, S17, S19
S4 0.25 0.3254 0.1787 S3,S4 SI. S2 SI, S2, S19, S20 S3, Sl1. S16, S20
S5 0.25 0.4852 0.4077 57,S8 55, S6 SI5,SI6,55,56 55,512,513,518
Ref. [1] [2] [3] [3] [4]
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pered by unresolved S disorder depending on the kind and
concentration of the central cation. In addition, the match
between the chemical formula derived from EMP analyses
(Table 2) and the one obtained from the structure refine-
ment is better if Sb is assumed for the site M3a.

Among the sartolite homologues sensu stricto rathite and
dufrenoysite are the only structurally suftlciently well de-
scribed 4,4 homologues. They can occur in nature as ex.solu-
tion intergrowths (Makovicky, 1985) and the question arises
why two chemically similar compounds have closely related
crystal structures with the one of rathite being centrosym-
metric (space group P2t/ c) and the one of dufrenoysite
being acentric (space group P21)'? In addition, the two
mineral structures have the two-fold screw ax.es oriented
along different directions (Table 4). This question becomes
even more interesting regarding similar findings for
BaI2SblH,64S40(space group P2de) and Ba!o.4sPb5.52SbI6S4o
(space group P2d, two 4,4 sartorite homologues sensu largo
with orientations of the two-fold screw ax.es (Table 4) ac-
cording to ralhite (Choi and Kanatzidis, 2(00).

Derivation from a parent structure

If the structure of 4,4 sartorite homologues is strongly
idealised a parent structure suggested by Pring (2001) can
be det1ned. This topologically correct parent structure has
space group symmetlY Pmllb and coordinates summarized
in Table 6. The Pnmb aristotype, or parent structure, goes
back to Makovicky e1985) who also derived two further
'subarislolypes', P21/n and P212J21by altering the aristo-
type via introduction of two possible configurations of
pure crankshaft chains. The major reason why this parent
structure cannot be stable for the composition Pb!(,AsI6S4o
and a regular Pmnb framework is related to the presence
of covalent bonds with narrow ranges of 'prescribed' dis-
tances and a large Ph: As misfit in size. The bond-strength
sums given below illustrate this problem.

The large mistit between the M-S distances required
for Ph (Ba) and As (Sb), respectively, in these (except for
Ba) highly covalent compounds and the trapezoidal- and
crankshaft chain arrangements (see below) are nature's
ways to accommodate these disparate polyhedra and re-
quirements in one structure. The covalent As-S and
Sb-8 distances are pretty 'hard' constrained as shown by

Berlepsch et al. (2001). The observed scheme of crank-
shaft chains and interspaces is a result of accommodation
of oliented covalent bonds and lone-electron pairs in con-
junction with building blocks constructed of large polyhe-
dra (Pb andlor Ba).

Berlepsch et al. (2001) used the method of bond-length
hyperbolae which allowed to distinguish, with good relia-
bility, between 'natural' changes in As-S and Sb-S bond
lengths and the 'apparent' bonding schemes from unre-
solved split cation or ligand positions. This concept (ori-
ginally defined by Tramel (198 I) for Sb3+, Te4+, and }5+

bonds with oxygen) is based on the fact that bond pairs

X"YII of opposing short and long bonds of a single coordi-
nation polyhedron of a given cation conform to the hyper-
bolic con-elation (XII - a) (YII - a) = c(c > 0). However,
there exist sometimes other bond pairs lying on linear join
(pel1)endicular to the line Y = x) between the two branches

of a hyperbola. The latter set is interpreted as the result of
superimposed and not fully resolved atomic positions indi-
cating that the observed structure is an average.

Figure 3 shows the calculated hyperbolae for the sartor-
ite homologues with the bond-pairs As-S, Ag-S, Pb-S,
and Sb-S for rathite (this study) and Sb-S and Ba-S for
BaJ2SbI8.64S4oeChoi and Kanatzidis, 20(0) added. As can
be seen in Fig. 3 the As-S and Sb-S bond-pairs from
the two compounds lay on, or close to, the corresponding
hyperbola. As shown by Berlepsch et at. (20()]) it is usual
that at least one bond-pair formed by (unresolved) ligands
around a split cation position is displaced significantly
from the corresponding hyperbola (e.g., As5a, As6b or
Sb5a, Sb5b in Fig. 3). Ag-S bond-pairs cluster around the
line Y = x at Dl (= D2) values of about 2.8 A. For Ba-S
bond distances a calculated hyperbola is not available. The
Ba-S bond pairs exhibit significantly higher values than
those for Pb-S and more data are required to establish a
regression curve. Bond-pairs for Ba\().4HPb5.52Sb16S40are
not shown in Fig. 3 because this structure displays split S
positions not directly associated with cation disorder.

Bond-strength sums must be satisfied in the above pro-
cess, i.e., the 3D network forming arrangements. Highly
affected by this is the coordination of 84 (in the parent
structure; see below) which bonds to two AsS, pyramids
of Asl (in A4), one PbS6 octahedron of Pb2 (in 134), and
two PbS9 tricapped trigonal prisms of Pb 1 (in Z). Apply-

Table 6. Fractional alurnic comdinates of the PIIIIlII (a = 4.23, II:=::7.92, C'= 24.7 A) parent strUl.:lUreof 4,4 sarlorite homologues and calion and
sulfur assignment in the V:lriOUSmodulated real. structures.

[1] labelling scheme for coordination polyhedra in sartorite homologues (Ber1epsch et aI., 2001);
[2] this study: MlIM2/M4

==
As, M3 := (As, Sb), M5 = (Ag, As), M6

= (Pb, As);
[3] Choi and Kanatzidis (2000): M1 = (Ba, Pb), M2-M4 = (Pb, Ba);
[4] Ribar et at (1969).
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y)..1'\ de lining the points 1'\ (x\yi! nnd p~ ('\'2Y:d above and 1)\ (-"I.\'1)
helow the median line for l:ach coordination polyhedra,

ing the Pauling bond strcngth rule (Pauling. 1929) for the
calculation of sulfur bond-strength sums (2:: valence/coor-
dination number) 2.78 bond-strength units (bsu) have to
be assigned to S4 that is considered strongly overbonded
(expected value: 2 bsu). In this approach AsH is treated
three-coordinatcd by S. forming a trigonal pyramid with
As.11 as apex and three S atoms as base. More powerful

bond-valence sum caJcul!ltions (e.g., Alterl11att and Brown,
(985), accounting for variable bond distances. lU't:not con-
sidered because of the idealised model character of the
Plt/llh parent structure and unresolved S disorder around
split cation positions in the t'eal stl'llcturcs.

In the J'Ilthite structure S4"1I1II1> sepLlrates into the sym-
mctry independent sites S3r and S4r (Table 6), S3r is
bonded to two ASS3 pyramids ()f M I and M2. two PbS9
tricapped trigonal prisms of Pb 1. Rnd either M5a or M5b.
M5 is equivalent to Pb21'1IIIII.in B4 but bonds only to S3r if

Fig.4. Symmetry independent (100)s"s
layers in dllfrenoysite. The dashed fine lines
underline the tmpezoidal arrangement of the
S atoms. Short As-S (and Pb-S) bonds
(bold lines) form the cmnkshaft chains in
these layers (see text for details).

it is occupied by Ag1 (M5a). If M5a is empty and M5b is
occupied by As.H it does f1()tdevelop a bond to 53" S4r
bonds to one AsS" trigonal pyramid of MI. two PbSlj tri-
capped trigonal prisms of Pb2, and. either to M6b(As) or
M6a(Pb). Pauling bond-strength calculations for S3r yield
2.61 bsu if M5a(Ag) is occupied and 2.44 bsu if MSb(As)
is occupied. For S4r a value of 2.44 bsu is calculated if
M6b(As) is occupied and 1.78 bsu if M6a(Pb) is occu-
pied. Overboncling of 53r is reduced by formation of long-
er bonds to adjacent As sites of 2.31 and 2.41 A whereas
a normal As-S bot1d is about 2.25 A. Note. however, that
the ronnel' As-S bond-pair involving S3 still sits on and
the latter one close to the corresponding hyperbola
(Fig. 3). If the partial occupancies arC considered the aver-
age bond-strength slim ror S3r and S4r reduces to 2,24 bsu
in contrast to 2.78 bstl for 541',,111"in the parent structure.
The above discussion tlndel"lines that particularly the hct-
erovalcl1l substitution Ag! + As'! I --', 2Ph~' in 114 is es-
sential for the stability of the ruthite structure (d. Mako-
vicky, 1985).

A corresponding discussion for the non-sloichiomctric
compound BallSblH64S411 (Choi and Kanatzidis, 2()OO).
isostructural with rathite. leads to similar conclusions. In
addition, Sb5 in 134 of Bal~5blx,(>4S.11!is only 66.7(},{)occu-
pied (.13.3% vacancies) and Sb5 shows not an As-like
bonding scheme of three shurt bonds but a rather irregular
coordination with six Sb-S bond lengths between 2.6 and
3.4 A. Similar irregular non As-like coordinations are also
found in Ba10AXPb5525b1654!1(Clwi and Kanat/.idis. 2(00)
for Sbl and 5b2 (in ;\4) as well as for 5b3. and Sb4 (in
C4). In geneml. S overbot1lling in Sb-rich 4.4 sartorite
hOn1ologucs is reduced by elongated Sb--S bond distances
and the hyperbola shown in Fig.3 \1wy well serve as a
basis for prcdictions,

Dufrenoysite with the same composition as the parent
structure displays a different cation alTtlT1gementthat can
easily be understood (Ribar, Nicca and Nowacki. 1969:
Fig. 4). The parent st1'Llclllreand dtdhSnoysite have both
Pb in the tricapped trigonal prisms (in Z). In addition, in
dufrcnoysiLe Pb (on Pb5 and Pb8) is distributed over B4
and C4 whel'ens in the p,lrent structure Pb2 occurs in B4
only (cr. Table 6). The critical position S4f'1I/1II> in (he par-
ent structure separates in dul'rcnoysite into the symmetry

z 64 C4 A41 z1A4 C4 84

layer 1 laY8r2
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independent sites S3d, S 1Id, S 16d, and S20d. The fol-
lowing Pauling bond-strengths sums are calculated for
dufrenoysite: S3d = 1.78, SlId = 1.78, S16c1= 2.78,
S20d = 2.44 bsu. Overbonding of S 16d and S20d is re-
duced by enlargement of S 16c1-As bonds (2.36/2.43 A)
and S20d-As bonds (2.35/2.36 A). In comparison, the un-
derbonded sites S3d and SlId with only one bond to As
display bond lengths of 2.18 and 2.22 A, respectively. The
average bond strength sum for S3d, S11cI,S 16d, and S20d
becomes 2.20 bsu, a value similar to rathite but signifi-
cantly lower than in the parent structure (2.78 bsu).

All real structures derived from the Pmnb parent struc-
ture have in common that S positions related to the S2PIIII/!J
are underbonded (1.89 bsu) with only one bond to either As
or Sb and four bonds to tricapped trigonal prisms of PbS!)
or BaS9. This is caused by the sterical environment of
S2pI/IIIl> located at a nan'ow niche on the layers formed by
the tricapped trigonal prisms (cf. Berlepsch et a!. (2001) for
a general discussion of polyhedral volumes of sartorite
h0l11010gues). The other consequence of this situation is
that As 1Pmlll,(and derived sites) or, in general, A4 sites are
always occupied by highly charged cations (AsH, Sb3+).

Notice that the poorly refined structure of rathite 1lI at'
Le Bihan (1962) cannot simply be derived from the Pmnb
parent structure although the cell dimensions of rathite III
are similar to the parent structure with the difference that
the a-axis of rathite-III is doubled. We consider the struc-
ture solution of !'athite-III as erroneous.

(100)SI18layers and the role of crankshaft chains

Another approach to the understanding of the differences
observed in the structures mentioned above lies in the ana-
lysis of the so-called crankshat't chains. Reflecting both an
ideal short-long bond distribution as well as the highly
covalent character of these structures, an ideal crankshaft
chain is an unbroken chain of short M-S bonds in the
(lOO)SnS planes and parallel to [0 I I\SnS' In real crystal
structures crankshaft chains can be fragmented in various
ways and even isolated 'islands' of them exist (Makovicky,
1985).

In the view along the ",,8.5 A period of crystal structures
of the sartorite homologues the (lOO)sns planes are seen in
the projection (Fig. I). Two such planes form a tightly
bonded double layer, i.e., a double layer in which the short
M-S bonds (M = As, Sb) petpendiclIlar to (100)Sns are lo-
cated. Adjacent parallel double layers are separated by the
so-called lone-electron pair micelle, i.e., the interspaces that
accommodate lone-electron pairs of As (Sb, Pb) in the 'ly-
ing' monocapped trigonal prisms (Makovicky, 1985).

In the centro symmetric structures of rathite and
BaI2SbI8.64S40the individual (lOO)sns layers of the tightly
bonded double layers are symmetry related by inversion
centres. In the acentric structures of dufrenoysite and
BalO.48Pbs.S2Sbt6S40this is not the case; the two layers of a
tightly bonded double layer are symmetry independent and
they differ in chemical composition. In dufrenoysite and
BalO.48Pbs.52Sb16S40the c-glide planes are non-existent and
the 2} axes have different directions in the two compounds
(Table 4). The 2t axes in rathite and BatO.48Pbs.S2Sb16S40
run parallel to the 7.9 A translation whereas the 2} axes in

dufrenoysite run parallel to the 25.7 A translation. Indivi-
dual (100)snS layers of rathite and Ba12SbIHJ>,\S40are
shown in Fig. 2 in a comparative way in the view perpen-
dicular to the layer. Selected M-S bonds have been added
in order to visualize the crankshaft chains. The above
mentioned trigonal MS3 pyramids (M = As, Sb), com-
monly observed in sulfosalts when considering only short
M-S distances, are completed by additional S atoms out
of the displayed (lOO)gnSplane, i.e., in the adjacent layer
within the tightly bonded double layer.

Comparison of the (lOObs layers of rathite and
Ba12Sb18.64S40shows that they have many aspects in com-
mon (Fig. 2). In both layers the S atoms show a pro-
nounced trapezoidal alTangement around the (small) ca-
tions with an active lone-electron pair (As, Sb). This
arrangement changes towards rectangular especially in
case of Z-type cations (Pb, Ba). Inside these trapezoids the
M atoms (M = As, Sb) are bound via short bonds either
'sideways' or 'top/bottom'. In this way the crankshaft
chains are formed, a tool that allows an ideal adjustment
to the requirements of the various large cations (e.g., Pb,
Tl, Ba) incorporated in the crystal structures of the sartor-
ite hotnologues sensu largo.

In both structures (Fig. 2) the large non Z-type cations
(M6a in rathite; Bal in BaI2SbIH.64S40)are located in the
same topological 84 polyhedron. In rathite, however, the
M6 position is a split one. The M5 position is split in
both structures (M5a,b versus incompletely occupied
Sb5a, b). M3 in rathite is also split but the corresponding
Sb4 in Ba12SbI8.64S40is not. The crankshaft chains are si-
milar in the two layers, however, in BaI2Sb\H.64S4othey
break up after about IIz of the presumed length (Fig. 2),
giving Sb2S4 groups as in Ba\o.4HPb5.52SbI6S4o.These
Sb2S4 groups and the surroundings, such as layer 1 in
BalO.4SPb5.52SbI6S40,are typical for Sb sulfosalts, as op-
posed to most As sllifosalts. One exception is, e.g., ram-
dohrite Pbc,Ag3SbIIS24, as discussed in Makovicky and
Mumme (1983). Thus Sb in the Ba-Sb homeotypes of
rathite follow the antimony trend (pers. comm. E. Mako-
vicky). Bonds exceeding 2.5 A (As-S; Figures 4 and 6)
Or 2.6 A (Sb-S; Figures 2 and 5), respectively are drawn
with dashed lines because the bond lengths are substan-
tially larger than typical As-S and Sb-S should be.

The two (pairs of) symmetry independent(I OO)SnSlayers
in the structures of dufrenoysite and Ba!0.48Pb5.52SbI6S40are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The presence of a
larger amount of large cations (Pb, Ba), compared to
rathite and BaI2SbI8.64S40,disturbs to a certain extent the
formation of 'long' crankshaft chains in these layers.
However, the crankshafts are still quite well developed in
dufrenoysite where the chains are only moderately dis-
turbed by Pb in B4 and C4 (Fig. 4). The differences be-
tween layer 1 and 2 of dufrenoysite are easily seen in
Fig. 4. Layer 1 has pure stripes of Pb (in Z and 84) and
As (in C4 and A4), respectively. In layer 2 this is only
true for Z and A4; B4 and C4 display a chess-bmtrd like
alternation of Pb and As positions. Layer 2 is attached to
layer 1 in a way that, for instance, As2 forms a tdgonal
AsS3 pyramid with S16 and S3 from layer 2 and Sl5
from layer 1 (Fig. 4). In the so formed tightly bonded dou-
ble layer the crankshaft chains are oriented at right angle
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Fig. 5. Symmctry independent ( IOO)sns
layers in Balll,ISPh".~Sh1hS,III'The dushed
line lines underline the trapezoidal arrange-
ment of the S atoms. Short Sh.-$ bonds
(bold lines) form fragmented crankshaft
chains (see Wxt for details),

to eHch other. In rathite the crankshaft chains in the two
layers me symmetry relHted and hence pamllcl to eHeh
other. This difference associated with the specitic Ph, As
arrangements in dufrcnoysite and !'athite may well serve as
explHnation why these minerals form exsollttio!1 inter-
growths (Makovicky. 1985: Berlepsdl et a!., 200 I) and do
not show a continuous solid solution.

The situation is somcwhat different in
Balll,.IHPb:<;,:'i2SbII>S.IO.In layer I the S atoms still have a
distinct trapezoidal arrangement around the cations in
A4-.C4 (Fig. 5). However. only Sh6 and 5bH have three
typical short Sb--S bond values (about 2.45 A). Thc re-
maining Sb atoms have mainly Sb--S bonds longer than
2.50 A. The situation in layer 2 is not decipherahle duc tn
the presence of split S positions. Allachment of 5b atoms
to the surrounding S atmns via short bonds i:-. solely
'sideways' (Fig. 5) and groups like Sh6.,,5h7 and the con-
figuration of 5h5 and Sh8 dose to them are typkal for Sb
sulfosalts.

Fig. 6. (100)sns layer in the subcel1 of the parent structure of 4,4
saJ10rite homologues. Straight arrows indicate the directions of the
relative shift of S atoms to form a trapezoidal arrangement around
cations as observed in the real structures. As a consequence crank-
shaft chains form by partly re-oriented short M-S bonds. indicated
by curved arrows.

laY(Jr1 laY!Jr"

Summary

r,'rom a topological point of vie\v all four structures intro-
duced above arc identical. They all can he descrihed by a
parent structure subcell with approximate lattice parameters
(/ 4. b 8. l' 25 A, and space grnup symrnetry I'll/l/b
(Fig. 6). The true structures depart from the pseudo-orthor-
hombic symmctry in various ways by supcrstructure fortlw-
tion and different degrees of symmetry reduction associated
with variation of the chemical composition, Rathite ami
l-hlI2SbIXf>.,S.H!crystallize ill spacegroup 1'21)(' with the 21
axes parallel to the 8 A axis, Thc real arrangement of the S
atoms. i.e.. trapezoidal around cations in the (I ()()SIIS

laycrs. and small displacements from the mirror plane de-
stroy both the 21/11I along [I ()() I tInd 211b along I()O II and
douhle the a-axis. In case of the synthetic Sh-rich mem-
bers of the 4.4 sartorite homologues. substitution of the
type 5.52 Ph. I J6 vacancies I 2.64 Sbl 152 Ba. from
Bal2Sh IX,h-IS.1I!(P21/c) to B.1(().lxPb:'is2Sb IlIS.1II (1'21), further
reduces the symmetry bccause two symmetry related layers
I and I' transform into two different layers I and 2. Such a
symmetry reduction is realizcd in two tliiTenmt ways in
dllfrcnoysite and Balll.IXPbs.:'i2Sbt/,S.lo. respectively: in the
former the only remaining symmetryclement ('21) is paral-
lel tn the 25 A period whercas in the latter it is parallel to
the 8 A period. i.e.. as in rathite and 13<1125hlX(»jS.\II.

It is ohviotls that a similar relationship can be Jbund
for the 3,3 sartorile homologues. Sarlorite PbAs~S.1o a 303
sartoritc homologue was refined hy Iitnka and Nowacki
(l96I) in a suheell only. In the above tcrms the exisling
structural model of' sartorite corresponds to a parent mode!
from which true structure t110delscould be derived, as at-
tempted by Makovicky (1985).
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